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The proposed nrrangcnent for detecting sodium leaks from the large flanges 
of the Control Goar Sodium Rig (Tost Section No, 8, MGXR) at XEML is to 
jackut then in a secondary containment from which nir samples will be eon- ■ 
tinuously pumped. Pipework foods iho air to n flame photometer which responds 
if sodium ic present. To prove th,-.t sodium smoke could be transferred through 
the system, tests were performed on a fullscnie jaodel by burning small amounts 
of codiun in different jackets. Large signals free fro® fluctuations sere 
obtained in all tosts, peak response occurring in £$ trdnutes or loss,, She 
signal quickly cleared rftor isolating the appropriate vessel. A waiting 
period of several hoars was sufficient to reduce the signal to zero^ no 
cle<uning of pipework, otc being necessary. In contrast, snzaples of two 
lagging ma^eriala heated to 400 0 gnvo no response with the photometer at 
maxiraum sensitivity.
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INTRODUCTION
The control gear sodium rig consists of a tall vessel 35 ft high by 15 Is 
diameter, made up from a number of sections joined together by flangesj 
sealed, with an edge weld® There are a number of connections into tho 
vessel for level probe tubes, sodium and vapour outlets, etc*
If sodium were to leak from any of these joints, rapid external corrosion 
could ensue, causing severe damage to the expensive apparatus and leaiisg
ultimately to a major breach in containment of the rig. In order to refac® 
this hazard it is desirable to detect the leak as soon as possiMe and it
was proposed that this should be done by Jacketing the vulnerable parts 
of the equipment and drawing air from each of the regions involved through 
a flame photometer.
Before adding the secondary containment to the actual rig, the principle 
of the method was tested by building a fullecale model of the set of Jackets 
and observing the response of the flame photometer when small quantities 
of sodium wore burnt in different parts of the system*
iiii order has already been placed for an automated version of tho flame 
photometer (designed by Instrument Development Group, EEML) to be used 
specifically for leak detection® It features an alar® operated wlisa a 
predetermined sodium level is reached, and facilities for monitoring its© 
flame to raise the al?rm if it goes out,

EXPERIMENTAL ;JRFUNGSMEKT
Eight vessels were constructed simulating tho proposed arrangement of 
secondary containnent for the control gear sodium rig (Test Section So* 8 
of the Mechanical Components Test Rig (MCTR) )« These were positioned at 
three levels; ground floor, 16 ft and 35 ft (See Fig, 1)» Three of th©e® 
were of large volume (approximately 1®?, 1»? and %#5 £t«3)f one at eaeh 
level. Their shape was essentially that of an annulus, th© inner Shell 
representing the Tig vessel and tho outer shell representing tho jacket around 
a flange, from which samples of air are drawn® The other vessels were tmoh 
smaller, again in the shape of an annulus. Each vessel was connected %
% in copper tubing into a vertical run of 1 in copper tubing via a process 
gas valve. At the top of the 1 in pipe a compressor draw air through a?!y 
vessel whose valve was open® Of the 50 1/mln of air drawn} kO l/w ln passed 
out of the building through an effluent line® The remaining 10 3/ieIb fad 
the flams of a flame photoneter.
A sodium smoke was produced by heating a snail quantity of sodium ( (  1 g) 
in a nickel crucible (1 in high and -J in diameter) to to) C on a tsorigeatal 
finger heater* The rate of burning was controlled toy cutting few? n m rm  
vertical slots in the walls of the crucible to adnAt air» Without these 
slots the sodium would not burn* After the sodium bad ignited, th® assembly 
was inserted into the vessel through a cush-fit hole*
Each vessel had an additional hole of about 0,2 in to ensure an air flow 
through it. The finger heater holes not in use during a partiGttlar 
ment were blocked off®
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THE FLultE PHOTOKSTBR
8, The instrument uses the principle that a metallic compound, normally

in the form of a solution, dissociates when passad into n non-lutninous flams® 
Metallic atoms nro then rnisc4 to nn oxcite4 state and the transition
back to the ground state results in emission of a characteristic waye- 
ltsngth. The light from tho fleu 10 is passed through a coloured filter 
selecting the appropriate pass band* It thou impinges on a photocell 
whofac output is fed directly co a spot galvanometer*

9* The instrument possesses donsitiv .ty dial by moans of which tho response 
of tho instrunent can ho adjusted. Bench tests revealed that at tho maxi- 
m m  censitivity setting using a propane/eir flnjne, fullscale deflection
was obtained by injecting an aqueous solution containing 5 ppm (w/w) of 
sodium ions. By oalibrrting tho instrunent at various settings of the 
sensitivity dial, its rorponso wnfô shown to be aensibly linear. The fair 
flow at; tno pressure uaod (5 lb/incg) was measured and found to be 10 l/attnB

10, The anount of sodium needed to produce fullscale deflection at maximum 
sensitivilj wt a calculi" tod by no coring the amount of solution injected 
into the Instrument (2»5 cc/rtin) and ncaeuring the proportion of this 
which found its way into the flame (10?.'). This was equivalent to a 
consumption of sodium rt the rate of 1*25 yg/min* Soaring in ndnd tho 
various effects of background noise, drift and background, a reasonable 
limit of detection for 3 oaks i;ould bo 2€£' of fullscalc deflootion at 
Buxinum sensitivity, which Is equivalent to n sodium consumption of 0*25
u g/min. Asbuning that in a practicj,*! leak situation the sodium fume 
will consist of an aerosol sufficiently fine bo be swept Into the flame 
by -«,he air flow of 10 l/win without loss, then t^o nn.ra.mum detectable 
concentrations of sodium in car will bo 25 V

ESCP^RIhLNT J, TESTS

1 1. An attempt was made to nensuro air flow into the vessels through tho 
holes provxded„ No flow was registered on rotameters even with all other 
vessels isola" od It appeared that tho impedance of the type of rotameter 
used was high compared with tho hydraulic resistance of alternative paths*
^ir flow into the vessels through the holes provided was confirms! quart” 
litatively by observing that a flarô  was drawn inwards,

TESTS l/ITH SODIUM SMOKE
12® The compressor and flame photomotor were started and valves to all vessels 

opened ensuring an air movement from outside into the vessels* TAa beater 
was raised, to 400JC and tho crucible of sodium placed on it. Wifchin a few 
minutes the sodiua fired and it was then pushed into the appropriate 
vessel.

13# iv summary of results of taste on tho throe largo vessels is given in tho 
Table. These wore obtained with ail valves open. It can be floon that a 
large signal was obtained in oach case. The signal was free from largo 
short-term fluctuations ( > %  of F,S,) both when increasing nnd deereaeiitg®

14. Closing tho valve on a vessel in which Rtnoke was produced quickly resulted, 
tn a significant reduction in signal (tests 3 and W .  Consequently it 
will be posslbio to identify a leaking section by successively closing 
off sampling points.



15. For t^st 2 a weighed ty of sodium was used. After burning had
ceased, residues in the crucible w^ra token into soSinn and the sodium

• estimated tltremotrieaUy® Of 0®83 g originally present, 0»10 g had been
lost. This represents tho upper limit of sodium passed into the vessel 
as smoke®

16. There is little consistency in the rate at which sodium cleared from the 
system (column 5)• It ic thought that 1b the two cases of high readings 
after 15 tnin (tests 2 and h) a snail pioco of sodium may have jumped from 
the crucible and continued to i roducc smoke after the finger heater and
crucible h->d been removed. j if tor e period of several hours the flame 
photometer gave no response at maximuw sensitivity® When experiment lj- 
was compl ted, -v faint white deposit was observed in a short ran of irons- 
parent plastic tubing just upstream from the compressor, Vipjoroun taypinf 
of tho tubing resulted in no response. Only when the tubing wnc distorted 
by pinch mg or sharp benJing was h response obtained. This quickly closured, 
a return to zoro reading being ■’ccomplishcd in under c. minute. These 
observations show that it should not bo necessary to atrip and clean the 
pump, pipework, etc. aftor an incident.

17. Tho effect of passing distilled water into tbe instrument xtas tried \then 
stacks was being sampled. u steady rending of kQ&'o o f P.S. (60 ppm I’®SsD*) 
fell to lOH upon introducing the uat^r v ia the atomizer. a if ter it*' removal 
tho reVing returned to kefe. This was probably due to water trapping out 
smoko in the. mixing chamber of the photometer and passing it out to drain®

TESTo ON HOT JIGGING
18. On the MCTR some rir drawn into the vessels at each sampling point will 

clrsô t certainly >- n j through Seated lagging materials® Should, these 
evolve oodium-b^crinn vapours, then a false alarm might bo rained.

19. “■ chcck on two of these mtermls, stillite and dextran&tev p s  raado,
•all vessois oxcojt the ground floor one were isolated. A cube of the 
lagging wa- placed on the finger heater at *f00 C and held in firm con
tact. The hcotc„ ana lagging ucrc inserted in the ground floor veeoel®
With the photometer at maximum sensitivity, no sodium was detected £roa 
either material ( <  ?■> of F.S. at 5 ppm F.S.D,) even though in the case 
of stillite, visible quantities of srioke wei*e produced®

PROLONG!® OPERATION 01' Tin FLJill P?0T0IETER
20. the photometer was run for one week in order to check its behaviour when 

run for long periods. ^ thermocouple was attached halfway down the nctal 
burner. By monitoring this, an indication of abnormal behavitur eottM be 
obtained.

_ 21. During the test, the flame went out spontaneously on two occasions® Hue
recorder trace indicated a progressive reduction in temperature from tho 
normal 200 C } preceding tho p.int whore the flame wont out. Subneouont
observation shewed that the cause of this behaviour was air pressure v\ri& -

- tion. If tho air pressure rose, this caused the flame to lift aw"
the burner and eventually go eut.
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22. More serious was on increase in temperature to aver 500 C. The cause of
this was not certain but tho most likely explanation seems to be that tho 
flame "blew back”. It was later demonstrated that by manipulation of the 
gas valves the flame would blow back and burn inside the burners causing 
a rapid temperature rise. Since the metal burner is seated in the plastle 
mixing chamber, such a temperature could easily lead to a firo. As a 
safety precaution an alarm system seems to be required, perhaps operated 
by the thermocouple in the position indicated above.

CONCLUSIONS
23* *'*• nodcl of the leak detection system which is proposed for the control 

gear sodium rig (Tost Section No. 8, MCTR) has been built. It consists 
of a series cf volumes representing the jackets for tho various vulnerable 
points which arc connected to a flame photometer by copper pipework.

2*U The efficiency of the system has been tested by burning small 1 g) 
quantities of sodium in various jackets to see whether a detectable 
response was obtained on the flame photometer. In all cases tho peak 
response was reached within 2& minutes of tho start of the experiment 
and was cf the order of 500 x tho background signal.

25. It proved possible to identify tho locations of tho burning sodium by
isolating each vossel in turn. few hours waiting period was sufficient 
for the smoke to clear to the point where there was zero signal.

26. The flgne photometer did not respond when specimens of lagging were heated
to kQO C inside one of the Jackets.

27. The long terra behaviour of the flame photometer was tested by operating
it continuously for one week* During this period tho flame wont out o» 
two occasions whilst on a third it blew back, causing rapid overheating
in the mixing chamber. Some form of simple monitor is needed to ensure 
continuous safety cover and to prevent damage to the plastic mixing chamber 
as a result of crheating.
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R E S U L T S  O F  T E S T S  ON 3 LA3GE V E S S E L S  fA IR  BEING DRAWN FR O M  A L L  VESSELS)
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